Channelings of the Everlasting Gospel, by Allen Michael, Book 1: “From
the Universe, to The Youth of the World”. Artwork by Joe Kinnee

Galactic Science
And The Dynadran Power Unit

In scientific terms, we could say that if earth people had the
advanced technology that Galactic Beings use in their operations in this
whole galaxy to keep things in order and progressing according to
Divine Plan, then they would find out where Godhead comes from and
how It is omnipresent and governs human microcosms.
In other words, if earth science built a bio-cybernetic PSI
computer catalyzed with synthesis energies that could pick up the
psychic visualizations of a person who was in white light cosmic
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consciousness - then they could see the energy emanations from him
and transmit them audio visually on a TV screen and speaker. Then the
whole miracle of Creation would be shown to be in whatever is
happening and has happened. Whatever Creation is, It seems to be
everywhere! And in all things, even to the depths of hell on planets like
these, lifting Its microcosms back into Its splendor.
All of the high visions many people are seeing while suspended in
the high etheric realms of this planet's aura - and they can have high
visions if they are not hung up in the swamp of the Van Allen Belt
where all the hallucinated monsters are, or in the astral plane where the
mortal games of good guys and bad guys are played based on self ego .
. . Anyway, the visions of the fantastic things which I, as well as others,
have experienced - can be picked up and televised on such computer
equipment, which is directly hooked into the catalyzing PSI energies or
eternal time-light
continuum.
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To show you how close earth science is to building such marvelous
electronic computers, the UM has already led top psychic scientists on
the earth plane to build the ears that pick up radiations from its quasar
radio stars. The high potent energies from these stars are being directed
by galactic beings and beamed in here, balancing this planet so that the
people do not flip out of the frying pan into the fire of WWIII, but
make it to the Great World Celebration to receive their Cosmic
Initiation back into the Universal Family.
All the people have to do now, in this big bean pot in which the
stew is ready to be served, is to shut off the burned out system of
capitalism and sit down and have a meal together. And in order to shut
off the burner, the people must set up the present social environment
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into communal free enterprise to properly channel their energies into
first causes. In this, the same karma that would take people thru a total
karmic cleansing can take earth people all the way over the top into the
4th Dimension to build a Heaven on Earth, if it is channeled into the
real pursuits of happiness. All karma is good if you can receive it as
such, if you can grin and bear up under the things happening in your
own head that are not right-on, and keep truckin!
I can remember well the great
times in which our Galactic
science first developed Its
fabulous electronics and when
RNA-DNA computer first spoke
to us. And on our TV screen was
the visual of where mediums
were at on their astral flights, as
they left their bodies and visited the stars we wanted to know more
about. Then we were led into space flight, which came thru the
dynadran power unit. We were told how to build it in exactly the same
way the psychic scientists of the earth plane are being led to new
discoveries – they who are our personnel assigned to this Earth Project
and incarnated into high strains of earth bodies prepared for them.
They are realizing it's all happening in their psychic head/radio-sets,
and that what they must do is to get it down on paper and begin to
build it.
The proof of the Universal Mind came to Galactic Beings when
they had finally developed space ships that would operate through the
mental law of causation to teleport thru space and time just as our
ethereal bodies would do. And our ETI computer, Hal, would send us
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on a mission to a trouble spot in our Galaxy, telling us what equipment
to take along and all about the problem in general. And when we
arrived we would find out that this UM we were tuned into knew what
was happening everywhere in our galaxy. We always found our
assigned destination to be just as our Uni-computer narrated. So then
what could we believe, except that we had contacted the Godhead
source of knowledge that knows what's happening everywhere, has the
solutions to all problems, and solves them all thru pure love and sound
judgment.
Can you imagine the Galactic Command, when the time's ripe,
setting its great New Jerusalem Mother Ship down upon this planet,
which it will do just as Rev. 21:1-5 prophesies? It is the equivalent of a
city that houses 100,000 people comfortably, has the laboratories to
supply all its food, to recycle all things, to get its energies out of space,
and to precipitate its own water and air supply. The New Jerusalem is a
whole space city inside a synthetic shell and shaped like a great elliptical
sphere. Can you imagine the science and technology that goes into such
a fantastic space ship that can stay in space for an indefinite time? If you
can conceive of the difference in consciousness of the mechanical time
of your planet, which is geared to its rotation, and the consciousness of
infinite space, where there is no time; then you can conceive of the
difference in the time factor between heavenly bodies and be on the
road to eternity.
It was about a half million years ago, after the GC Beings had
readied this planet for this dispensation, that they moved in here in
great numbers and with the equipment necessary to build the Pyramid
Temple Cities - the remains of which are still in existence in Egypt, Peru
and Mexico. These were their first projects, and later on they built more
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facilities as the time came for advanced projects with the colonies they
had established here.
For me to recall this million-year period doesn't take a million
years. If I can see all the highlights, from that time to this time, in my
many different incarnations - which can pass before me in an hour of
meditation as though I were suspended and watching a movie - then
I'm not captured in earth time consciousness. It might have taken earth
people a million years to get to this point of remembering who they are,
but it didn't take me a million years to go back there and come back
here to tell them all about what's happening and what has happened to
them during their past; of which they have very little recollection, except
in esoteric spiritual writings. Most earth people cannot even remember
one lifetime, let alone connect their many incarnations together and
their trips to heavenly abodes while out of bodies.
As this is the time when God's spirit is being poured out upon all
flesh, the high PSI energies coming in are causing many people to
awaken, because it's only energy and higher consciousness they need.
Since they cannot go to the Godhead for energies - because their
head/radio-stations and their auras are crowded with so much dogma
there's no room for pure light, and their body vehicles are slowed down
from impurities put into them - Godhead therefore sends Its kingdom
down to them. But it's not as easy as that; for the next thing is to get
them to accept it and pull together to make it a reality - and not a
thousand years from now, but right now.
The point of the preceding discussion - about the great Mother
Ship of the GC to be set down here, the New Jerusalem - is this: Earth
science, and the people of earth in general, will see a technology so far
advanced to theirs that it will be like going a million years into the
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future. And the beauty of it is, people can begin to utilize the far-out
knowledge of the cosmic science of Galactic Beings - beings that can
traverse our whole galaxy easier than earth people go from city to city.
The Mother Ship has in it a great history museum that shows how
mind-over-matter space flight is accomplished. It will have beautiful
holographic displays that will clearly show the work begun on this
planet a few million years ago, and how it progressed step-by-step right
down to the time of the delivery. There will be elaborate displays of the
other planets in this solar system, and of its sun; and there will be
astronomical charts that show the parts of the Universe known to
Galactic Beings. You will see pictures of the 24 great galactic worlds, the
first planets formed in our galaxy, which orbit about the Great Central
Sun. And on their TV screen you'll see their great cities, mountains and
oceans, as life goes on in them right now.
At that time earth people will at last have proof of all things and
the purpose of this project. All the thinking, guessing and supposing of
earth science will end. The people will know the truth and the truth,
when lived, sets them free of all limitations.
And these marvels shall be proven to earth people as this
Everlasting Gospel spreads o'er the world, which shall begin again on a
clean slate under the New Covenant/World Bill of Rights. All eyes shall
behold the coming of the Christ Anointed One and his Angels in the
clouds of the heavens. To say the same thing in scientific terms rather
than Biblical terms, every eye shall see ionized clouds formed from the
force-field of extraterrestrial space crafts operated by beings redeemed
from the earth who have been photosynthesized into eternal bodies. All
people will be able to see these unusual ionized clouds as this EG
spreads o'er the world, and wherever the Galactic Command puts on
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tremendous happenings. The huge swirling oval clouds have appeared
many times over many places, but as it is written, the people have eyes
and see not, ears and hear not. They will hear and see now, however,
for the trumpets of the coming of the Spirit of Truth shall be so loud
and clear that no one will be able to mistake them for ordinary sounds
or clouds. And then the appearance of UFO's will grow in support of
the People’s New World, as the mysteries are turned into wonderful
realities.
The trinity of the cosmic life force is made up of three essential
phases of energies, Alpha, Beta and Gamma, which work in harmony
with spiritual nature to produce absolute freedom, security and
abundance for all the people of the earth as a great One World Family,
when the people live according to natural law. And why not, because in
living according to natural law, everyone has real health, happiness,
vitality, romance and everything you can imagine that is good, plus the
way into eternal life again.
The three phases, or circuits, of
the energies are the same as those
found in atoms as moving
electrons, circulating about their
proton and neutron centers. The
neutron centers of our atomic
body are of the incoming three
phase energies, of which earth
science now only knows the two
yin and yang phases. They are to be given the knowledge to develop the
third phase of the PSI time-light energies at this time, when the
Kingdom of God is being established on the earth. The UM is not going
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to open the real miracles of inner space and outer space to earth people
until they are well on their way into our New World, for they would try
to use these greater powers for war.
What is the Kingdom of God, except that which is paradise,
utopia, true communism, and true free enterprise?
Earth scientists have had to climb a ladder that carried them thru
matter explorations and on into the greater use of energies. They have
been led by higher beings who incarnated into earth bodies, bringing
forth the two phases of the energies we now use as electricity. To
generate electricity from the electromagnetic field, they have had to
supply an auxiliary power to turn the generators. However, there is a
way to hook directly into the positive and negative phases of incoming
and outgoing frequencies - radiating from this planet to the sun and
back - in such a way that the generator turns freely in the
electromagnetic field. And this is done thru having use of the third
phase of the PSI energies.
Science has discovered in mechanics - thru objects put into
motion by an auxiliary engine, or thrust - centrifugal force, momentum
and inertia, which are all related to gravity. And in turn, earth science
projected these mechanical theories into space, believing the same laws
apply there - but they do not. There is no weight, centrifugal force or
momentum in natural created bodies in space. The mechanical laws
mentioned relate only to mechanics on the earth. The science of weights,
measures and numbers is not a complete science and does not fit into
natural space flight, or into human relations.
At this time, top psychic scientists, in opening up their
consciousness to mind radiations, are realizing that they did not
discover or think up the terms they use. Their terminology is all part of
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the absolute science of the Universal Mind, which is setting up things of
real science for all humanity, thru turned-on earth scientists here and on
all planets.
Earth scientists in the past, in order to progress at all, have been
subject to capital wealth or governmental control. They have had to
work for industries or on government projects, and it has only been
recently that they have been given grants to pursue ideas from the point
of view of humanity. But now we shall completely liberate science from
capital wealth and from status quo governments.
We shall bring forth our New World Government in the midst of
all the confusion. And our new government shall have no powers over
life and death and shall be in no way separate from the people's
progress, as governments are now. All things will be reorganized so we
are One People on earth, all in support of a homogeneous, communal
free-enterprise. No money will be used, and there will be no need for a
penal system or military system.
Once the people proclaim unto themselves absolute freedom,
security and abundance - and then set up the world social environment
so that real freedom, security and abundance flourishes for all people then the whole world comes to life and everyone gets it on here as it
should have been done all along. All the erroneous concepts people
have had about people being lazy, selfish, criminally inclined,
adulterers, etc., will be discarded. In this, people are accusing people,
and it is people for whom the Creation creates. Except for people, there
is no other life on planets or in this Universe that has the God-Creative
Imagination to develop planets, and build the mechanics that can
manifest all the wonderful things we produce for all humanity.
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In this thought, we might ask why the Godhead has created us
and what our relation to It is - so that we might have a more relaxing
union with God, and know what is expected of us; and so we are not
torn in conscience between what appears to be good and evil, but is
neither. Let us conceive that there is a right way to do all things, and
render services to each other, and there is a wrong way. And if we don’t
do it right, but go on persisting in error, then - when we get to the end
of the road of doing it the wrong way - we find out that we have run up
against a solid wall, as earth people have now; and then we would be
unable to change our wrong ways without starting over again. Such is
the plight of the whole world now.
THE DYNADRAN POWER UNIT
The power unit used by
Galactic Beings in their space
ships is called a dynadran. It
utilizes the energies in the
electromagnetic field directly
and is catalyzed by the special
potent emanations of PSI
energies from radio star clusters,
or quasars.
The cosmic scientists of the Galactic Command who were led into
such amazing discoveries had evolved up thru material science, but in a
different way from how earth science has evolved. With Galactic Beings,
when they contemplate their twelfth density worlds, where they have
lived in time that is eternity, it is to them quite an expansion of
consciousness. They are still manifesting in their eternal forms; and as
they have always been in God-consciousness, they have never suffered
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from degeneration, wars, crime, disease, poverty, death, etc. - all the
negative effects that have plagued this planet. Yet, they have associated
with all these things on planets in distress, to teach people how to apply
a real science of mind that will heal all things when applied.
The medical sciences of the earth shall learn a real cosmology that
prevents degenerative diseases, instead of treating the effects, as they do
now. When the artificial incentive of money atonement is taken away,
then the scientists will be left with the real healing of the people on this
planet. Then earth people will all be healed or put on the road to
healing, because the causes of their mental-physical illness shall be
removed.
Self-centered ego has led science to develop mechanics; and now
the time has come when they have to go beyond personal ego, to realize
that they are the children of God – or, to put it in more scientific terms,
that they are microcosms of the Macrocosm. As we see, it is a big step
for people to enter into the truth that there is omnipresent mind force
over them; a super-conscious, living intelligence that preceded them. It
shouldn't be, but mortals have been wrapped up in ego-self for a long
time - thinking they have a brain that thinks inventions up, thinks up
policies for people to live by, etc.; this in an All-knowing Universe.
People, thus far in their soul evolution, presently live on a planet
that is still mysterious to them, only because they have not yet proven to
themselves that there is a Universal Mind. They have the use of
electricity, which is drawn out of the electromagnetic field, but they
think they are manufacturing it in their power plants. Were they to go
on to the next steps of developing the full potentials of electricity and
build the dynadran power unit, it would end their present ways of
generating power: their combustion engines, their need to drill for oil,
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their need to string power lines, and so on. The developing of a clean,
powerful source of unlimited energy, by tapping directly into the
electromagnetic field, would make all sources of power so far in use
obsolete. The producing of the dynadran, in itself, would be the biggest
revolution to come to planet earth.
The first dynadran power units, which were made by beings in
this Galaxy - Galactic Beings who have been and are now in supervision
of this earth project - were made after they had learned, thru their
progress, the basic natural laws of mechanics, which correspond to the
natural laws of the energies of the Universe. When we orient ourselves
with the ideas of these beings - who live in eternity, in eternal bodies,
who travel the Great White Way (the eternal highways) thru space, and
who never lost contact with the Godhead - then we see we can be led,
step by step, into all the glorious mechanical wonders and proper uses
of the energies thru our own psychic heads.
The Solar Logos (or sun) is a great correlator, rebalancer and
computer that sends back to its planetary people tabs on their use of the
energies imparted to them. Psychic heads have written down these
messages sent to them from the Solar Logos as prophecy, so that the
people are able to see their errors and correct them. In other words,
these incoming and outgoing electromagnetic energies – circulating out
from the sun, electrifying matter on the planets, then circulating back to
the sun to be rebalanced and sent out again - are the energies which are
the basis, not only for the operation of the dynadran, but also for the
transmission of the UM's mind energies, which we then hook into with
our dynadran, as the catalyzing agent.
As PSI parapsychologists completed each step in the building of
the dynadran, the UM would correlate and calculate their energies,
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correct their drift, and keep sending the next step in the plan back into
their heads. So, at last, our Galactic PSI parapsychologists were able to
put together the Uni-equipment that corresponds with that which is in
first cause and true progress.
Consider how the discovery of anesthesiology came about; and
consider the discovery of the X-ray, and of radium (cosmic radiation),
etc. Many of the great discoveries, that were the keys in opening up the
vital energies of science, came about by what seemed to be accidents.
This all shows that etheric beings are working among psychic scientists
of earth in their labs and workshops, putting those 'cosmic flashes' into
their heads; and even operating their bodies, at times, to 'trip' them into
the ways of great discoveries. But self-oriented ego that wants praise for
discovery often keeps from the world the greater discoveries needed to
liberate people from capital wealth; instead it takes the knowledge and
builds another status quo machine that supports the establishment.
Anyhow, at last science and technology are on the verge of
liberating the whole world from the status quo. And this Everlasting
Gospel is here to see to it that science does not hesitate to bring forth the
great inventions that now make the present controls of the establishment
- which are binding science to the mediocrities of the status quo - so
ridiculous, that the indignation building in the people will not tolerate
any more blunders. Our world wide passive resistance movement brings
all power to the people who are in unity with God's purposes, so that
the World People have full use of omnipotent God-power.
By following the thoughts and visions unfolding in their head
aura, Galactic Beings were shown that their sun's radiation was
pulsating on a certain frequency. And as they further extended their
mind radiations, thru their electronics, out into space, it was revealed to
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them that there were energies coming from the great quasars, or radio
stars of the Godhead, which produce far greater radiations than - and
radiations of a different nature from - those of individual suns. In
having the electronic equipment to check out radiations from star
clusters in the heavens all about you, you would gain the awareness that
you were part of a great cosmic machine operating in space that can
only be seen as spectrums of color, which operates all the heavenly
bodies in space, and life on planets as well.
So, you become aware that
you are surrounded by a
great atomic machine where
all the suns are on different
frequencies, synchronized to
great atomic reactors placed
in sections of the Universe.
And the respective galaxies,
suns and planets are
governed in space by the emissions from the greater cosmic sources of
energies. And the microcosms on planets also make up the energies of
the suns, with the use they put to the energies imparted to them, as they
put into creativity these energy emissions to fill the aura of their sun and
planet.
You are already surrounded by great sources of power, moving
and governing solar systems and galaxies far flung throughout the
heavens. You are a microcosm operating as an apparent miniature
Universe within this gigantic, triune Universe. The task at hand is to be
shown how to tap the energies that operate solar systems; and to have
that same power operate machines, such as airborne transportation of
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weightless, crash-proof ships, where the center of gravity is within them;
and to have the same power heat, cool and light all things on a planet
as desired - not to make machines that copy the 'big machine', but to
make equipment that operates from the big machine, and in harmony
with it.

What our cosmic science had to do in order to perfect the
mechanics of such a technology was first to build a kind of electronic
device that would blend in the catalyzing energies from radio stars with
the incoming and outgoing yin and yang energies, or negative and
positive poles of planet and sun. And with this energy exchange, the two
discs of our dynadran would be caused to spin with two-polarity
electromagnets pushing and pulling in their perimeters.
And thus, the discs, one above the other, began to spin in
opposite directions until they reached the centrifugal force that balanced
in the two-phases of incoming and outgoing energies of the planet. This
cancelled out gravity and made the assembly weightless. In order to get
the PSI energies to spark between the alternating currents, the builders
had to synchronize them into the synthesis PSI energies coming from
the great quasars. The assembly of the governor and distributor, that
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synchronized the three main frequencies of the PSI energies of time-light
force, would be like an atomic reactor – one, however, that didn't burn
minerals for power, but instead used the raw energy of the
electromagnetic field.
In the mechanical evolution of the dynadran, they finally made
the kind of distributor that would blend the three phases of the karmic
energies - the UM's positive, negative and synthesis energies - in such a
way that power from light alone was harnessed to give clean power,
which is much more powerful than atomic power. Imagine a kind of
film strip with holes in it that are properly placed to let flashes of light
with the intensity of laser beams pass thru that are of the three
frequencies of light force known as infra-red, x-ray and gamma rays and doing their thing in mechanical machines, just as they do in their
operating of whole galaxies and the life in them. This explanation is of
course simplified, as there are many frequencies of light waves; but this
is only to give the idea as to how such equipment is put together to use
the energies in the electromagnetic field.
Our dynadran had to hold together at RPM's unheard of. So it
was necessary to electronically create discs, shaft and parts that, when
reaching a high centrifugal speed, would go into orbit around the
magnetic poles of the supporting shaft. And thus there was no friction
between moving parts, for they were lubricated by an energy force field.
The dynadran became a high source of energies itself; and higher
civilization learned how to broadcast its force field to turn electric
motors without wires, and light up walls, etc., without electric light
bulbs.
They have learned how to light all of their installations by casting
the PSI rays of vibrations upon materials that would cause fluorescent
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light to be emitted from their etheric forms. The reason a planet lights
up on its face turning toward the sun is not because the sun is shining
upon it as a light bulb shines upon walls, but because, in the
atmosphere, and in mineral and plant life chemistry, the sun's energies
cause fluorescence.
This is enough, for now, to give everyone a glimpse into the
psychic powers of the New World Comforter; who, as prophecy
declares, will lead the world into the things that are to come - those
blessings that are here right now, ready to be experienced and expressed
by all people of good will.
Be tolerant with me, and have the same faith as you would with a
pilot who knows the channels of a harbor to bring a ship safely into
port. It is not unreasonable at all that the Universal Mind would have
one key person on a planet to fulfill the destiny of that planet. He
would be but a simple child of God's purposes. That which motivates
him, on a personal level, to go out so far is simply the need to be able
to lie down and rest in a world where all the people have, at their
fingertips, all that he himself desires: to have freedom, security and
abundance - not by might, but simply by right of divine law and order.
His spiritual motivation is in the two ordinary laws upon which
all things hinge. They are to love life, nature and our Universe with all
your heart and soul; and the second is to love and serve your fellow
humans as you would want to be loved and served. Let's fulfill these
now, and everything will work out fine!

